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Preface

The work described in this paper was undertaken with
a view to niaking a much more thorough analysis of the engine
performance tcth tefore and after the installation of the new
cams than is here presented. Very much to the regret however
to tBe writers the limits set by the time available has made
any complete thermodynamic study iixpossible. Many interest-
ing problems present themselves in an investigation of this
kind^ any one of which might form the matter of an extended
study. It is necessary therefore, to record the resiilts in
the present incomplete state in the hope that they might be
useful as a starting point for future investigation.

The writers vdsh to acknowledge their gratitude to

Professor Daniel Roesch, under whose direction the work waB
carried on, for his kind and attentive assistance. Acknow-
ledgement is also due to the other saembers of the faculty and
to those members of the student body whose help has mad© the
work possible.

Chicago- Illinois
May 22/1915.
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introduction

The investigations described in these pages
were undertaken with the purpose of studying the ef-

fect upon the performance of a Westinghouse gsis en-
gine, produced by nu3.king certain predetermined changes
in the forms of ths cams controlling the valve motion.

The engine used in the experiments is a three cyl-

inder 8" X 10", four cycle, constant volume, vertical ma-
chine, made by the Westinghouse Machine Company of E£ist

Pittsburgh, Pa. It is rated at 40 horse power and is

capable of delivering about 45 brake horse power continu-
ously. It was built about 1902 and owing to the fact that
there has been a considerable advance in the matter of cam
design since that time, it has been thought possible to in-
crease the maximum output and economy by means of modifying
the cams smd valve motion. The considerations leading to
this conclusion will be discussed in another part of this
paper.

The Engine

The general appearance of the engine is shown in
the illustration, Fig.l. During the tests, however, it
was fitted with a water cooled Prony brake in place of the
generator shown in the photograph. This and the other pho-
tographic illustrations were, very kindly, furnished by the
!r.anufacturers and although they represent a somewhat later
design, embodying acme minor changes, in all essentials the
construction here shown is the same as that the engine used.
Fig. 2 is a very good general representation of the internal
construction, being a section through the left cylinder.
In referring to the cylinders and corresponding parts, the
words left, center and right will be used as indicating the
parts in the order named, beginning with those at the gover-
nor end of the engine.

The construction of the machine is shown in greater
detail in Figs. 3,4, and 5, representing plan and front and
end elevation. The bed plate and crank case are cast in
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one piece and bolted to a concrete foundation. The three
cylinders are separate castings, are water jacketed, and are
tolted to the cramk case. The valve chaAbers are tolted to
the upper ends of the cylinders. The main shaft and cranks,
which are set 120 degrees apart, operate in the crank case.
Lubrication is effected by means of large oil cups on the
main bearings. The drips frorri these bearings discharge into
the crank case so that the internal working parts are kept
flooded by the splash system.

The fuel gas is admitted through the mixing valve
shown at 347, Fig. 5 which conmiunicates irtth the passages
connecting with the inlet valves. The details of the mix-
ing valve are shotm in Fig. 6. The air inlet is at and
the gas pipe connects at P. G-as and air pass into the valve
through ports in the sleeve M, the relative amounts of open-
ing of which are controlled by means of the levers N, N.

From the valve the mixture passes into the annular space E
and thence into the engine.

The inlet valves are shown at 273 and the exhaust
at 129, Fig. 5. The engine is of the ell head type, the
inlet valves being located directly above the cylinders and
the exhaust in a passage forming an ell toward the back of
the engine. Spring poppet valves are used. The inlet
valves are operated by means of a set of cams 287, 288, and

289, Figs. 3 and 4, communicating a reciprocating motion to

the valve stems 281, through the rocker arms 231, pivoted at
322 and fitted with rollers at 324. A means of timing the
events is afforded in the adjustable plungers with lock nut
at 326, Fig. 5, in place of the roller shown in the illus-
tration. These plungers make it possible to vary the amount
of clearance between the arm and the valve stem.

The exhaust valves are operated by a similar set of

cams mounted on a shaft rxinning through the crank case. One
of the exhaust cams is shown at lEO, Fig. 4 and aji end view
of it, unnuuibered, in Fig. 5. The Cam operates in contact
with a roller 118 mounted on a lever 116 which is pivoted at
113. The motion is communicated through the shoe 112^ Fig,

5

and a plxanger 135, Fig. 4, to the valve stem 130 and the valve
129, Fig. 5. Between the plunger and the valve stem proper
is a short space in which may be inserted small circular discs
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or Bhims cf vrhatever total thicknese the adjustment of clear-
ance between the cain motion and the valve, when seated, re-
quires.

To the end of exhaust cam shaft at 9, Fig. 4 is se-
cured a SBUill auxilliary cam which opei"ates an air valve ad-
mitting compressed air to the right cylinder as a means of

turning the engine over until it picks up its stroke in start-
ing. In order to make this operation possible a set of three
additional auxilliary cams is provided, seen at 152, Fig, 4.

These cams are free to slide along the ahaft on feathers and
are controlled "by the hand levers 376, Fig. 4. When in the
position shown in the figure, they cause the exhaust valve to

open toward the end of every stroke, allowing the air to oper-
ate the engine in the manner of a single acting steam engine.
When the lever 376 is in a vertical position, they a,re fr80
of the roller and revolve with the shaft idle.

The cam shafts are run by means of a train of gears
from the main shaft, shovm in Figs. 3 and 4, 157 to 166.

The governor, which is of the fly ball type, is se-
cured to the vertical shaft 202, Fig. 4. The motion of the
governor resulting from speed variations, is communicated through
a yoke at 197 to a shaft 361 and thence to the mechanism shown
at the lower end of the mixing valve, Fi^. 6. An increase in
speed results in lov/erin^ the valve stem and reducing the quan-
tity cf gass admitted. The fuel is ignited by means of the
make and break system of electric spark. The sparking plugs
are seen at 277, Fig. 3, and are operated by spring controlled
plungers, 262, Fig. 5, in contact with adji;i8table cams on the
inlet cam shaft*

The Original Cams

An outline of the shape of the admission cams origin-
ally furnished with the engine is shown in Fig. 7, and that of
the original exhaust cai;iS in Fig. 9 . The considerations that
led to the adoption of these designs need not be considered here.
In Table I are shown the position and sequence of events in each
of the three cylinders as operated by the original cams. The
measurements were made by means of oijserving the positions of

the cranks as marked in the fly wheel with respect to upper or
lower dead center. In lable II are listed the amoxmts of valve
lift in inches and the areeis of valve opening in square inches,
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Table I

Events Cylinde rs

Left Center Right

Inlet opens 11° early 9° early 14° early
Inlet closes l^o late 12° late 15° late
Ignition 18° early 13'^ early 16° early
Exhaust opens 22° early 31° early 29° early
Exhaust closes 2° early 5° late 1° Sarly

for every 15 degrees of crank revolution during the tiae
valves are in motion.

Preliminary Tests

In order to obtain information upon which to base
the design of the new cams as well sls to afford a basis of
comparison in studying the effect of the new design, a ser-
ies of tests was made with the original cams set as indica-
ted in the foregoing description. The series consisted of
five short runs at loads of approximately 10, 20, 30, 40
and 45 brake horse power. The first four were twenty min-
utes and the last a quarter of an hour in duration. For
testing purposes the engine is equipped with ^estinghouss
"wet" gas aeter reading in cubic feet, provided with a ther-
mometer and an open and manometer for ascertaining the tem-
perature an-2 pressure of the gas supply. Thermometer cups
are provided at suitable points in the inlet and outlet jack-
et water pipes for c.:nvenience in taking temperi^tures. The
jacket water discharges through a two way cock into two weigh-
ing tanks.

Eirequent cards were taken froiii all t/:ree cylinders
during the tests and all other ohsei'vations were mads at
intervals of five minutes. These observations are recorded
in tabulated form in the printed logs 1 to 7 an i the results
as calculated are given in 8 and 9. Stop motion cards were
taken at each load to sho\i mere clearly the characteristics
of t.'ie lower loops. S-mple cards from each run are submit-
ted in Figs. 11 to 15. Figs. 16 to 20 are enlarged diagrams
made from cards selected froii* each run ac approxLaating most
nearly the average iTiSan effective pressure for the run.
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Load 9.95 33. H. P.
Cyl. left.
Card no.l.
Spring 80 It,
Length 2.97 in.
Area 1.04 sq. in,

Load 995 B.H.P,
Card Left Cyl.
Length 2.98 in.

Spring 20 lb.

Figure 11
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Left Cyl.
Card no.l
Spring 80 lb.
Lo3.d 20 B.H.P.
Length 3.00 in.

Load 20 B.H.P.
Spring 20 lb.

Figure 12.
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Cyl. left
Card no.l
Load 30 B.H.P.
Spring 240
A. - .73
Length - 3.00 in,

Load 30 H.P.
Bpring 20 lb.

Figure 13,
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Load 40 B.H.?.
Cyl. left.
Card no«4.
Spring 240
A. - .98
L. -3.00 in.

Load 40 H.P.
Spring 20 lb,

Figure 14.
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Cyl. left
Card no .4

Load 45 B.H.P.
Spring 240 lb.
A. - 1.16
L. - 3.01 in.

Load 45 B.H.P,
Spring 20 lb.

Figure 15.
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Figure 19





Figure 2o





The fuel used was artificial gas and its calorific

value was daterrcined '07 aieans of a Junlcar calorimater be-

fore and iltsr tha engins tests. The results of these deter-

aiinationa are given in log 10 and the averarre effedtiva value
U3el in the calculations.

In a test aade by Professor Roesch, the gas meter was

found to register 6'Tobelow the actual quantity passed and cor-

rections were made for this discrepatwy. Corrections were
also iiiade reducing the gas to standard conditions of tenipera-

tura and pressure^ 30" mercury and 62° F, both in the engine

tests and calorimetric determinations. Air and gas were admit-

ted to the mixing valve in about the ratio of six to one by vol-

ume.

Changes Detemained Upon

As already stated, it traa thought the possible maximum

power output of the engine might be incrsased by altering the

valve motion as controlled by the cams. The possibilities in

this respect are limited to changes in (1) the total period dur-

ing vrhich the valve is open (8) the periods of opening and clos- -

ing (3) length of iv/ell (4) amount of valve lift.

it iSjOf course desirable to reduce the fluid friction

as much ad possible and this may be accomplished to 8o;r.e extent

by making the valves open as quickly as possible and remain wid*

open during as great a part of the period between the beginning

of opening and end of closing as possible. It is desirable how-

ever to have the action such that the valves work smoothly and

quietly. To accomplish this a motion is required which proceeds

gradually but is at the same time aocouiplished in the shortest

possible time. A motion that proceeds at a constant rate of ac-

celleration has Lean found in many cases satisfact^rially to meet

these requirements. The working p ^rts must be so arranged that

the motion is constantly accellsi-ated during one half of the dis-

tamoe to be travelled and decallerated at the same rate during the

other half. It wsis therefore decided to design the nev; cams to

give a motion of this nature. The length of dwell is determined

of necessity as a consequence of the decision as to the duration
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of the constantly accellerated motion as it is the total period
of port opening less the sum of the opening and closing periods.
The possible improvement by increasing the amo\mt of valve lift
is limited t^' the size of the passages on either side of the
valves and b; the clearsjices of the 7/orking parts of the engine.
It was recognized that the maximum lift must be enough to give a
maximian port opening at legist equal to the area of the passages
throiigh which the gases must pass. The detennination of what
these lifts should be will be discussed in a later paragraph.

The principal object in changing the total period during
which the valve is off its seat is to allow of as great a period
of dwell as can be obtained. There are of course certain lim-
its within which the events must fall and the shorter the periods
of opening and closing can be made the greater is the portion of

the total period which can be allotted to the period of dwell.
An examination of the Figs. 11 to 16 shows in the upturned to©
that exhaust opening is later than it should be. Exhaust clos-
ing should occur a little after the upper dead center has been
passed to obtain full advantage of the inertia of the exhaust
gases. Inlet opening should occur as near the beginning of the
stroke as possible and closing should occur soiae considerable
interval after the crank has passed the lower deaid center.

The sequence of events decided upon, for the experimen-
tal purposes of this investigation, as a basis for the design of

the cams was as follows:

Inlet opening 0®
" closing 40° late

Exhaust opening 55° early
" closing 10° late

Reckoning in degrees from th^ upper dead center as zero, this

gives inlet opening at zero and closing at 220° of singular dis-

placement of the crank. As the cam shaft makes only one half a

revolution to one of the crank, the corresponding inlet cam travel
is 110°. Of this amount 40° each were allowed for opening and
closing and the remaining 30*' for dwell.

In the same way the total exhaust valve motion occurs in

a period corresponding to 245° of angular crank displacement, and

this is equal to 122.5° of the cam shaft. In this case opening

and closing are to occvir during 45° each, and the period of dwell
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will be S2.5^.

The application of these figures to the design will

be found in the next section.

Design of Hew CainiS

The periods of opening, dwell and closing having been
decided upon, the design of the cams to produce these motions

was larf,ely a matter of kinejnatics. As it was thought desirable

to increase the maximuEi valve lift ifpossible, seme calculations

were necessary to find what this might be made.

Considering first the inlet valves, an examination of them

showed that there was sufficient clearsmce of all moving parts to

allow for some considerable change in this respect. It was there-

fore necessary to find what maximum lift would give a port opening

not less than the area of the passage around the valve stem. The

minicium area about the valve stem, being an annular space, is the

area within the cage less the sectional area of the stem. The

internal diameter of the cage is 2 1-8 •• and the diameter of the

stem is 7-16", see Fig. ££ The area of the annular space is,

therefore.

It remained to find a maximum port opening equal to this area.

As the valves are conical in shape, making an angle of 45° with
the axis of the stem, the port opening is given by the equation,

f^^-- IT ^.^c-] elk, -t-c^e^l^) (/)

where d = diameter of cage and h = valve lift. Equating A^ = Ag =

3.396 sq. in.; substituting d = 2 1-8" as above and solving for h,

a value is found of h - .63". As the clearcinces betv/een the mov-

ing parts were enough to allow of this amount of lift, it was decid-

ed upon aa the maximum lift to be effected by the new inlet cams.

The derivation of this equation is given in "The Gasoline

Automobile", by P. M. Heldt, on page 219, Vol. I and is as follows:

Let d a the diameter of the Jbore of the valve seat and let h = the

amount of valve lift in inches, as in Fig. 21. Also let x = the

angle which the valve seat makes vith a plane perpendicular to the

axis of the valve stem. Now, if the valve and seat were flat, the
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passage when open would be in the form of a right circular
cylinder tut due to the conical shape of the valve it is ac-
tually the frustnan of a cone. The area of this truncated
cone is therefore the area of port opening* Referring to .

Fig. 21 the line BC ^ B'C is an element of the conical sur-
face whose area is to be ascertained and is equal to h cos X,

also CE r BC cos Z r h co« X sin X. Therefore the diameter
CC is equal to d + 2h cos X sin X. The area of the conical
surface i%ir SSl^iLML x BC

- «(d ^ h cos X sin X) h cos X

= -nCdh cos X + h^ cos^ X sin X)

In thlB case the angle X is equal to 45°. Substituting,
BOB 45° a sin 45° = .707, the eqiiation becomes,

in which A, is the area of port opening.

The method of determining the outline of a cylindrical
cam to produce a motion of constant accelleration was taken from

"The C-asoline Automobile", by E. M. Eeldt, page 230, Vol.1. It

is as follows:- Considering that the cam revolves at a constant

angular velocity, if the vertical motion of a point in contact

with the perimeter in a line through the axis of the cam is to

proceed with a constant accelleration, then the displacement or

lift, h, corresponding to the singular displacerrient of the cam
through an angle A between any two positions will be proportional

to the square of the tin.e, t, required for the cam to revolve

through this angle. This relation may be expressed by the equa-

*^°^'
h = Ct2 (2)

in which C is the constant of proportionality; or, A being direct-

ly proportional to t, n ..
' *^ h r C'a2 (3)

as the motion of the valve is to have a coiistant accelleration dur-

ing one half of the period of opening and an equal but opposite ac-

celleration or decelleration during the other half, the value of

the constant, C*, is fotind by eq\iating it to one half of the maxi-

mum lift divided by the square of the angle through which it is to

turn, in order to produce this amo;mt of lift. Thus the equation

becomes, i j^
C-'-iF^- (4)

In this instance h = .63" and A « 20°, as the total period of open-

ing covers the time required for the cam to tura through 40°. Sub-
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of the roller pr. These points now represent the positions
of the axis of the roller corresponding to the cam radii iO
nO. Acre were next dra>7n about as a center and having radii
equal to Og — Oh and intersecting the cam radii at g" h".
With these points as centers arcs vzere then drawn af radii equal
to that of the roller and these arcs located the outline of the
cam. The circle K K represents the cam radili^corresp ending
to position C of the valve stem \7hen the valvs is closed and
the circle, mln^ or base circle, the actual outline of the cam
in order to leave a small amount of clearance; in this case 1-32".

The same method was used in detenuining the outline of

the exhaust cacis. It was found however that no improvement could
be effected here by means of incres.sing the maximum lift without
more extensive alterations in the working parts of th engine thaix

were thought warrantable on account of tine limitations. This
was due to the fact that although there is sufficient clearance
above the valve to allow for greater lift, there is not enough
clearance between the arm carrying the roller and the top of the

crank case. What improvement was possible therefore in the ex-
haust valve motion v/as dependent on the periods of opening and
closing and the length of dwell at maximum opening. The maxi-
msm lift was therefore taken the same as with the original -cams.

This is half an inch, and by a similar set of calculations to

those employed for the inlet valves, the amounts. of lift corres-
ponding to a number of cam positions were computed. The results

are given in Table IV.

As the cam is to turn through an angle of 45° during peri-

od of opening, 22i° while the valve remains wide open, and 45° dur-

ing closing, it remained to detenaiine the cam outline by teans of

a kinematic drawing. This is sho?m in Fig. 24 and will be readily

interpreted tak-n together *ith Fig. 25. The point represents

the center of the cam and the lines bh and b'g the top of the lever
working about the pivot at a. cd is the line of motion of the valve

stem resting on the top of the lever. mn is the base circle of the

cam and is 4" in diameter. K K repre^^ents the clearance circle, an

allowance of 1-32" having been made for this purpose. The various
cam positions are represented by the radial lines Og" to Oh".

The circle pr is the roller against vhich the cam operates. This

roller moves along the arc St. The arc ii is as determined above

32i° and has a radius of 2.49", ts.ken at 2i". The various valve

stem positions are laid off along cd as at e' f ' and the inter-

mediate points. This was done, for the sake of greater accuracy,

by means of similar triangles, the line ef being drawn parallel to

cd and at such a iistexce along bv that fv is ten times as great

11
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aa f V. The valve lifts as given in Table IV were then mul-

tiplied by ten and these distances laid off along ef. The

intersections of lines connecting these points to the point

V, with the line cd therefore locate very accurately the posi-

tions of valve stem e'f, corresponding to the various angles.

Lines through these points tangent to the circle wx and exten-

ded to some arc gh give at their intersections with gh a means

of locating the various positions of the roller. This was done

by describing the arcs gg' hh' of equal radii to inter-

sect the arc st at points g* h'. Then by describing arcs

of radii equal to Og' Oh' s.nd intersecting the cam radii

at g" h", the positions of the center of the roller with

respect to the cam are located. The intersections of arcs of

radius equal to that of the roller with the cam radii give a

series of points sufficient to mark the outline of the cam.

Table IV

Valve Lifts Corresponding to Cam Positions
Exhaust Cams

Angle
Degress

Lift

Inches

5

10
15
20

22i
25
30
35
40
45

0.0123
0.0485
0.1095
0.1940
0.2245
0.2960
0.3809
0.4415
0.4777
0.4900

For purposes of corr.parison the outlines of the new cams

are shown in Figs. 8 and 10 together with those of the old in Figs.

7 and 9. The relation between port opening and crank position as

contemplated in the design i» represented graphically by the solid
line in Fig. 26. This diagram affords a direct comparison of the
valve motion as produced by the old cams rith that for which the

new cams were designed. The dotted line shows the valve action

13
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with the original cams. The solid line is plotted vrith values
of port opening computed from the amount of valve lift in Tables
III and IV and scheduled in Table V. The curve representing the
old cam motion is plotted from Table II.

Table V

Valve Lift and Port Opening as per Few Cam Design

Inlet valv Exhaust valve
Crank Posi- Valve Lift Port Op- Crank Posi- Valve Lift Port Op-

tion ening tion ening"
Degrees Inches Sq. In. Degrees Inches Sq. In.
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Installation anfl Adjustment

The keys o# feathers on the cam shafts being set at

ajiglee of 120°^ ths new cams were fitted to the old keys so

that the centers of their high points oarue at the same place
relative to the other mechanism as the old ones. The adjust-
ment is a matter of trial a-nd vrsiS accomplished by turning the

engine over ami observing the positions of the cranks as marked
an the fly wheel at the instants the events occurred. The oc-

currence of intake or exhaust valve events may be shifted for-

ward or back with respect to the crs.nk8 by shifting the gears
driving the cam shafts forr.'ard or back one or more teeth as re-

quired. This method has the defect that the amount of shift
is restricted to a minimum corresponding to the pitch of the

gear teeth. Further adjustment uiay be secured by changing the

amount of clearance between cams and followers. An increase
of clearance causes the interval between opening ajicl closing
to decrease and the opposite effect is produced by a decrease
in clearance. After making a number of trir^ls, shifting the
gears and adjusting clearances, an adjustment wais found which
quite closely approximates the valve control contemplated in
the design of the new cams. The sequence of events effected
by this adjustri.ent is given in fable VI

The actual port openings, as in th--. above adjustment
corresponding to ths various crank positions are given in Table
VII and a graphical representation of this relation is super-
imposed, in broken line, in Fig. 26, on the corresponding curves

for the old cams and the opening as contemplated in the design.

Table VI

Events Dead
Center

C y 1 i n d e r

Left Center Right

Inlet opens Upper 6° early
" closes Lower 35° late 40° late 43° late

Ignition Upper 12° early 18° earlyl8° early
Exhaust opens Lower 59° early 53° e?.rly60° early

" closes Upper 8° late 6° late 6° late

15
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Table VII

Actual Valve Lift and Port Openings as Controlled by the New CamB

Left cylinder

I
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Conclusion

It was the original intention to make a series of

final tests, after the installation of the nev; cams, siniilar

to the preliminary ones. Lack of tiiie unfortunately has
made this impossible. The engine was run however under va-
rious loads enovigh to show that its operation was satisfac-
tory and a fev? indicator caris vrere taken. These cards are
submitted herewith. Figs. 30 to 35. Fig. 36 is an enlarge-
ment of Fig. 30. This card was taken with a net brake load

of 172 pounds which corresponds at normal speed to about 54

developed horse power. The engine appeared capable of opera-

ting at this load continuously, but it probably is close to

the maximum output y/ithout fmrther alteration. Compared to

the 45 horse power developed in the last run of the prelimina-

ry test, which was about all the engine could carry continu-

ously, a gain has been made of about 20° o in this respect.

Referring again to Fig. 26, this diagram serves to

show at a glance the in-.provement effected. The diagram re-

cords the facts only as taken from the left cylinder. The

area uvjder the cujrve is, in the case of the inlet valte, a

measure of the weight of combustible per charge and as the

driving force increases with the weight the cards should show

a greater mean effective pressure. In the case of the exhaust

valve the area under the curve ie a measure of the capacity

for exhausting burned gases and is in consequence an indica-

tion of reduced exhaust velocity and back pressure.

The result of the work is epitomized in Figs, 20 and

36. A coEparison of these cards bears out the conclusions

drawn from the consideration of the port opening diagram.

The total area of the full load diagram is greatly increased

due to increased charge of combustible and consequently greater

m.e.p. Both compression ax^d maximviin pressures are increased

and the toe is rovmded off downward. This latter modifica*

tion reduces imnecessary back pressure and crank pin stresses

at the lower dead center. And in addition and conclusion, in

proportion to the pov^er developed, the negative work as repre-

sented by the lower loop i» reduced.

17
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Cyl; left
Card no, 7.

Load 202 It. gr.,
172 It net.

A - 1.34
L - 2.95

240 lb.
109 lb.

L - 2^995
Spring 20 lb,

Figure 30
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Cyl. Center
Brake load 202 lb.

" •• 170 lb.
Area 1,44 sq. in.

Lene-th 2.93 in.
Scale 240
M.E.P. 118 lb.

net,

Figure 31

Area 1.263 sq. in,

Length 2.97 in.
M.E.P, 102 lb.

Figure 32
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